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� Argentina's Agricultural Concierge in China highlighted

the potential for exports of pears and apples to China in

a report released by the Argentina Chamber of

Exporters (CERA).

� This season, the cherries marketed through BelOrta in

Borgloon, Belgium, are hydro-cooled by the auction

itself. The auction also invested in an electronic sorting

system for cherries.

� According to the latest market reports Cherry imports

are 'flying' in China underlining a surge in  air freight

shipments during the US season.

� The monthly report issued by the Central Bureau of

Statistics which shows a sharp increase in the rates of

inflation and the cost of living in the Gaza Strip during

the month of July.

� A scandal involving expired meat sold by China unit of

US food supplier OSI Group spread to Japan, as

McDonald’s confirmed that the factory provided

Chicken Mc Nuggets to its restaurants.

� The new onion varieties developed by Bayer Crop

Science are best characterized by better storage and

greater retention of the outer skin.

� The early start to this year's table grape season in

California has continued this year as harvesting remains

ahead of last years’ time-table. 

� With California's date harvest set to begin next month,

growers are hoping that demand for their product

continues to grow as it's done over the last several
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� Warm weather along California's Central Coast has

made for dips in supplies of lettuce. That's resulted in

strong prices and a strong market for lettuce coming out

of California.

� The volume of Agaricus mushrooms sold in California

took a 14 % dive in the commodity’s most recent

season, according to a government report.

� To prevent allergies to peanuts, the Experts of the

Ministry of Agriculture in the USA decided to change

� The purpose and to deprive the peanuts of their

potentially dangerous component.�


